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Now students can bring home the classroom expertise of McGraw-Hill to help them sharpen their

math skills!  McGraw-Hill's Math Grade 3 helps your elementary-school student learn and practice

basic math skills he or she will need in the classroom and on standardized NCLB tests. Its attractive

four-color page design creates a student-friendly learning experience, and all pages are filled to the

brim with activities for maximum educational value. All content aligned to state and national

standards "You Know It!" features reinforce mastery of learned skills before introducing new

material "Reality Check" features link skills to real-world applications "Find Out About It" features

lead students to explore other media "World of Words" features promote language acquisition

Discover more inside: A week-by-week summer study plan to be used as a "summer bridge"

learning and reinforcement program Each lesson ends with self-assessment that includes items

reviewing concepts taught in previous lessons Intervention features address special-needs students
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Last summer when my daughter was about to start her third grade, I bought this workbook for her

practice before school. It covers the practice in all key third grade math topics, like addiction,

subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, time, graph and geometry. It also has more than 1000

excellent problems for kids. We mainly used this book as a summer study program. My daughter

learned to use the 10-week plan to manage her time. She just put a cross mark in the box when she

had finished that day's work. We really liked the pretests, which helped my daughter to know where



she was before learning, and the post tests, which helped to evaluate how much she learned. A

pretty good workbook for summer practice. I also added the free printable worksheets on the

Beestar website to her daily math practice. It is probably the best practice website beestar.org. Now

I can see how well my daughter did during her third grade year. I am very proud that she has been

the top math student in her class.

this book surprised me that I like it because of the aligned to common core, it is not just common

core, it has "regular" math as well. This is a great book for my 3rd grader to practice with.

With Summer Vacation here. Needed something to keep my son's mind still actively working. This

book has everything from single digit multiplication and division to problem solving and fractions.

Has everything my son learned and things he didn't get to cover while in school.

I used this as a summer review for my homeschool. I like the format as much more than other

books. The questions can be simple and repetitive, but you can always use this as a way to

introduce a concept, then use other materials to drill and expound.

My intent was to use this book to bridge the gap over summer. I like how there is a guide for the kids

to work on so many pages a day over a 10 week period. We have started a little early before

summer and this has been working out well. My son is a first grader and I chose to get him a third

grade book since he is more advanced in math concepts and he is doing well. I like that on each

page there is an instructional section and examples. The amount of work on each page to reinforce

concepts is not overwhelming. I recommend the book.

This textbook definitely helps my 3rd grader in his Math class.

Great math workbook. It has a manageable plan in the front of the book that allows kids to work

through the entire workbook in 10 weeks so they stay current or get ahead in their math skills.

Great summer practice review for my child. Simple and easy to understand. There is even a

suggested schedule to complete the lessons weekly and that was very helpful.
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